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Plan of the lesson

• Characterizing the “subjectivity” barrier 
to information access

• Sentiment analysis and opinion mining

• Subjectivity annotation in texts and dialogues

• TP: classify positive and negative reviews
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Part III: Overcoming the subjective barrier

• Factual information (e.g. “Paris is the capital of 
France”) may be hidden among large amounts of 
documents or available in foreign languages only

• But there is more to information than facts

• Useful information may be
– implicit rather than explicit, hence inferred from the 

state of mind of the writer/speaker

– enclosed in human interactions

– only interpretable in a multimodal context
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Beyond facts

• Examples
– The screen of the ABC phone is 3.5’’. [A FACT]

– The screen of ABC is quite small.  [CRITICISM]

– The ABC phone is quite small.  [PRAISE?]

– Can you turn on the lights? [NOT A QUESTION, BUT A REQUEST]

– Don't forget to send me the report next week. 
[NOT A STATEMENT, BUT A REQUEST]

• Effects of sentences beyond stating facts
– what should the hearer do? why did the speaker tell it?

– is it a good thing or a bad thing? how is the speaker feeling?
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The meaning beyond meaning

• Semantic meaning
– factual, truth-conditional, compositional

– can be decoded using dictionary definitions

• Pragmatic meaning
– what the speaker “really meant”

– needs to be understood in context
• access to the speaker’s thoughts, feelings, intentions

• access to a shared environment (entities, scenarios, ..)

– especially important for fuzzy, underspecified terms

– impact of a linguistic utterance on the real world
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Two views on pragmatic meaning

• Speech act theory (Austin, Searle)

“How do to things with words” by J. L. Austin

– utterance = semantic content + communicative function

– communicative functions: inform, question (ask for information, 
ask for confirmation, etc.), request (ask to do), promise, etc.

• Gricean pragmatics (Grice, Levinson, Sperber & Wilson)

– what speakers mean: what they say & what they implicate

– say = dictionary-based, “timeless” meaning, encoded in words

– implicature = requires inferences to be fully understood

• conventional = inference permanently connected to word/ phrase

• conversational = must be inferred from non-linguistic features of the 
situation, using principles of communication and cooperation
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HLT beyond factual information

• Automatic detection of “emotions”
Speaker’s emotions from utterances/sentences

 sentiment analysis or opinion mining

Whether the speaker is expressing any emotions at all

 subjectivity detection and recognition

Long-term characteristics of the speaker

 stylometry, personality trait detection

• Automatic detection of “beliefs”
Speaker’s belief or not in what she is saying

 deception detection, opinion spam detection

• Automatic dialogue and text structuring

• Non-verbal communication analysis
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Automatic detection of 
sentiments from language



Some references and people

• University of Illinois at Chicago: Bing Liu

– Sentiment Analysis and Opinion Mining, Morgan & Claypool, 2012 
[PDF via EPFL library or here]

– “Sentiment Analysis Tutorial” at AAAI 2011 [here + refs]

• Cornell University: Bo Pang (now @Google) & Lillian Lee

– “Opinion mining and sentiment analysis”, in Foundations and 
Trends in Information Retrieval, 2(1-2), pp. 1-135, 2008 [here]

• University of Pittsburgh: Janyce Wiebe, Theresa Wilson

– MPQA Opinion Corpus, annotation scheme, publications, and 
other resources [here]
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http://www.cs.uic.edu/~liub/FBS/SentimentAnalysis-and-OpinionMining.pdf
http://www.cs.uic.edu/~liub/FBS/Sentiment-Analysis-tutorial-AAAI-2011.pdf
http://www.cs.uic.edu/~liub/FBS/AAAI-2011-tutorial-references.pdf
http://www.cs.cornell.edu/home/llee/omsa/omsa.pdf
http://mpqa.cs.pitt.edu/


Problem formulation
[based on Bing Liu’s 2011 tutorial ]

• Objective sentence = presents factual information

• Subjective sentence = personal feelings, views, or beliefs

– opinions, allegations, desires, suspicions, speculations, etc.

– 6 emotions: happiness, surprise, anger, sadness, disgust, fear

– feelings or emotions are positive or negative or neutral

• oversimplification to make automatic analysis possible

• Opinion mining or sentiment analysis

– computational study of opinions, sentiments, subjectivity, 
emotions, etc.

– expressed in reviews, blogs, discussions, news, comments. etc.
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Definition and example
[from Bing Liu’s 2011 tutorial ]

• An opinion is a quintuple (e, a, s, h, t) 
– e is a target entity, a is an aspect (feature of it), e + a = opinion target

– s is the sentiment value of the opinion (e.g. pos / neg / neu) 

– h is the opinion holder

– t is the time when the opinion is expressed 

• Sentiment analysis = find all quintuples of a text (or subsets)

• Example review with various opinions
“I bought an iPhone a few days ago. It is such a nice phone. The touch 
screen is really cool. The voice quality is clear too. It is much better 
than my old Blackberry, which was a terrible phone and so difficult to 
type with its tiny keys. However, my mother thought the iPhone was 
too expensive.” 
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Document-level sentiment 
classification

• Decide whether an entire opinionated document (e.g., 
a review) reflects a positive or negative feeling of the 
opinion holder 
– Pang et al. 2002, Turney 2002

– widely studied, related to text classification problem

• Focus on sentiment words, not on content ones

• Approaches
– dictionary-based: hand-crafted or learned

– machine learning using lexical features
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Unsupervised sentiment classification

• Review classification (Turney, 2002): recommended or not

– extract from reviews bigrams of polar words (adj + noun)

– use Pointwise Mutual Information (a document co-occurrence measure) 
to estimate the semantic orientation (SO) of each bigram

• SO(bigram) = PMI(bigram, ‘excellent’) – PMI(bigram, ‘poor’) 

• PMI computed using an IR engine over the Web

– compute average SO of all phrases of a review

– if positive (resp. negative) then the review is positive (resp. negative) 

– accuracy: 65-85% (binary classification)

• Partial supervision

– there is no learning from reviews

– there is “learning” from a large corpus of SO scores
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Supervised sentiment classification

• Thumbs Up? Sentiment Classification using Machine 
Learning Techniques, by Bo Pang, Lillian Lee and S. 
Vaithyanathan (EMNLP 2002)

• Text classification problem

– learning from already classified texts

– features = words

– automatic feature analysis
• find words related to positive vs. negative emotions

• can be compared with hand-crafted lists

– issues: modifiers can alter the polarity of words
• see Chapter 7 of PhD thesis by V. Sintsova (EPFL, 2016)

http://acl.ldc.upenn.edu/acl2002/EMNLP/pdfs/EMNLP219.pdf
https://infoscience.epfl.ch/record/221615


Subjectivity annotation



Subjectivity classification at the 
sentence and sub-sentence levels

• More specific than document-level sentiment classification

• Two stages
– subjectivity detection: distinguish subjective from objective sentences

– sentiment classification of subjective sentences: positive vs. negative

• Example of an annotation scheme: MPQA
– T. Wilson, “Annotating Subjective Content in Meetings”, LREC 2008

• Automatic detection and classification
– S. Somasundaran et al., “Detecting arguing and sentiment in meetings”, 

SIGdial 2007
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MPQA = Multi-perspective question 
answering [from Wilson 2008]

• Annotation scheme

– http://mpqa.cs.pitt.edu (10’000 sentences)

– mark opinions and attributions in news articles

– centered on private states

• internal mental or emotional state, including opinions, 
beliefs, sentiments, emotions, evaluations, 
uncertainties, and speculations

• private state =  experiencer
+ attitude they hold
+ toward which target

– detailed scheme with frames (6 types) and slots
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http://mpqa.cs.pitt.edu/


Possible MPQA attitudes
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Stylometry and 
authorship attribution



Stylometry

• Stylometry: characterize the style of an author or 
a corpus of works

• Forensic linguistics: attribution as legal evidence

• HLT problems

– authorship attribution

– gender attribution (Bing Liu, EMNLP 2010, blogs)

• See: E. Stamatatos, “A survey of modern authorship 
attribution methods”, Journal of the American Society for 
information Science and Technology, 60(3), p. 538-556, 2009
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Types of stylometric features
(from Stamatatos 2009)
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Conclusion

• Many HLT studies on sentiment and subjectivity

• Popular due to commercial applications

– e.g. automatic analysis of product reviews

• The understanding remains quite limited

– proof that shallow approaches can work well

– improvement: multi-aspect sentiment analysis
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Practical work

• Use data from 2000 positive and negative movie reviews (Pang & Lee 2004)

– FROM https://www.idiap.ch/~apbelis/hlt-course/movie-reviews.arff.zip

– originally from http://www.cs.cornell.edu/people/pabo/movie-review-data/ 

• Build a sentiment classifier with WEKA

– use the “text to word vector input filter”

– filter out some attributes and possibly save the data set

– run 10-fold cross validation (Pang & Lee 2004), compare scores (max. 85%)

– learn automatically the most relevant word features
• i.e. first use all words, then let ML sort them: what are the most useful words? 

• how do they compare with those from a human-built lexicon? e.g. 
http://www.idiap.ch/~apbelis/hlt-course/positive-words.txt (and also negative-words.txt)

• Can you use a lexicon of positive or negative words?

– http://www.cs.uic.edu/~liub/FBS/sentiment-analysis.html

• Can you use a language-modeling approach?

– build LM+ and LM-, then classify a review based on which LM has smaller perplexity

– try to use this feature alone, or with all above
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https://www.idiap.ch/~apbelis/hlt-course/movie-reviews.arff.zip
http://www.idiap.ch/~apbelis/hlt-course/positive-words.txt

